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From green to circular chemistry paved by
biocatalysis

Pedro Lozano *a and Eduardo García-Verdugo *b

Since its origin, green chemistry has headed the best-guiding philosophy for reducing pollution and safe-

guarding the environment. The twelve Principles of Green Chemistry provide us with enough tools to

design sustainable transformations and implement industrial processes by means of renewable feed-

stocks. All these processes, to avoid or minimise waste production, require not only selective and efficient

catalytic transformations with high atom and energy efficiency but also clean separation processes, and

the use of non-toxic and safe products. Biocatalysts synthesized by the green chemistry and circular

economy principles can constitute the most important and efficient strategy for achieving many of the 17

Sustainable Development Goals set by the United Nations. This will drive our society to a sustainable

future by reducing the consumption of resources and drastically minimising the environmental impact of

our recalcitrant wastes. This perspective illustrates by a series of selected examples how green and circu-

lar chemistry based on biocatalytic processes can pave synergies for sustainable development.

1. Green chemistry in the context of
the SDGs

Chemistry has been the engine that has allowed humanity to
advance. The continuous improvement to the quality of life
and life expectancy has permitted us to enjoy levels of comfort
that were unimaginable a century ago (such as pharmaceutical
drugs to cure diseases, safer and more nutritious foods, clean
drinking water, fertilizers and insecticides to improve agricul-
tural productions, fuels, hygiene and beauty products, and
materials). Our quality of life depends entirely and positively
on chemistry.1

In the last 100 years, the world population has increased
exponentially from 1.2 to 8 billion people. Simultaneously, our
life expectancy has also increased, from 40 to above 80 years
old.2 This occurs together with a dominating consumption
society model demanding an unprecedented need for
resources with the consequent increased residues and waste
generation. This creates fundamental doubts about the sus-
tainability of the model. All this unprecedented success has
been based on a linear product life cycle management process
for product definition, development, and manufacturing (i.e.,
take-make-use-waste).3 The launch of the 17 Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs) by the United Nations (UN) in

2015 may constitute the most important stimulus to change
the course of our model of society, being widely adopted by
governments and corporations in an effort to improve the sus-
tainability of our society.4 Most of these goals (e.g. the mitiga-
tion and adaptation to climate change, sustainable use and
protection of water and marine resources, circular economy,
prevention and control of wastes, protection and the recovery
of biodiversity and ecosystems, etc.) are fully related with
achievements of chemistry.

Green chemistry is a guiding philosophy based on scientific
approaches that instigate clean products and processes by the
efficient use of nontoxic (principle 1) renewable raw materials
(principle 7) and their selective transformation through (bio)
catalysis (principle 9), maximizing atom economy (principle
2), avoiding chemical derivatives (principle 8) and eliminating
wastes (principle 1), avoiding the use of toxic and hazardous
reagents (principle 4), and using safer solvents (principle 5) in
the manufacture and application of chemical products, as
P. T. Anastas and J. C. Warner summarised in 1998 by the
Twelve Principles of Green Chemistry.5 Most of these principles
converge directly with many of the 17 SDGs, such as good
health and well-being (goal 3), quality education (goal 4),
clean water and sanitation (goal 6), affordable and clean
energy (goal 7), decent work and economic growth (goal 8),
industry, innovation, and infrastructure (goal 9), sustainable
cities and communities (goal 11), climate action (goal 13), life
below water (goal 14), and life on land (goal 15), as depicted in
Fig. 1. In this regard, the UN-SDG 12 “Responsible
Consumption and Production” may be considered the most
related goal to green chemistry. It emphasizes the key role of
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“decoupling economic growth from environmental degra-
dation, increasing resource efficiency, and promoting sustain-
able lifestyles”. This clearly requires and encourages moder-
ation on the use and disposal of the limited resources of our
planet, emphasizing the incorporation of recycling wastes as
starting materials at the beginning of the industrial pro-
duction chains.

On the other hand, by combining the concepts of green
chemistry, circular economy, and sustainability, Keijer et al.
have proposed the Twelve Principles of Circular Chemistry.6

Most of these principles (such as maximize atom circulation,
optimize resource efficiency, strive for energy persistence, and
target optimal design) match some of the Principles of Green
Chemistry. They also highlight the “3R” cornerstones of circu-
lar economy (i.e. recover, recycle, and reuse) during the life
cycle of a product involving all the actors at the value chain.7

By this approach, all the wastes resulting from the linear econ-
omic model (i.e. take-make-use-waste) should automatically be
considered as starting materials for the preparation of alterna-
tive products, or for using them as chemical feedstocks in the

synthesis of marketable products, achieving the complete
recirculation of molecules and materials (see Fig. 2).8

Because of the finite nature of many resources, as well as
the limited environmental tolerance of the planet against
increasing waste generation, the linear economic model is
fully opposite to a sustainable future. An urgent and proper
modification of the rules and frameworks of the global econ-
omic policy (SDG-16 and SDG-17) must enable a broad circular
economic model as soon as possible, and to promote the
reduction of the consumption habits of our style of life
(SDG-12) through proper education for sustainability (SDG-4).

Waste is a broad concept that usually comprises man-made
materials without economic value, which are collected in the
trash for landfilled and/or incinerated, or directly “thrown
away” in the environment. The introduction of the E-factor in
1992 focussed attention on the problem of waste generation,
defined as everything but the desired product, in chemical
manufacture and gave rise to a paradigm shift in our concept
of efficiency in chemical processes, from one based solely on
chemical yield to one that assigns value to eliminating waste.9
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Considering the most impacting wastes as those responsible
for the daunting global environmental problems (i.e. global
warming and the degradation of the natural habitat and its
biodiversity), the emission of greenhouse gases into the atmo-
sphere, mainly CO2, and the spreading of recalcitrant plastic
materials are urgent issues to address.10 From an overall point
of view, both huge problems have a common start-point: the
growth of our society at the expense of unbridled use of fossil
sources (i.e. coal and oil) that were used for the production of
energy, chemicals, plastics, etc. While the 19th century could
be named as the “coal century” and the 20th century as the “oil
century”, this 21st century should be the “sustainability
century”. This global “flag” should be irreversibly linked to
two milestones to be progressively reached: (i) the de-fossiliza-
tion of energy and material (chemicals) sources to be substi-
tuted by renewable ones and (ii) the recovery and reuse of the

Fig. 1 Synergistic coupling between the two “sustainability engines”, represented by the Twelve Principles of Green Chemistry,5 and the Twelve
Principles of Circular Chemistry,6 respectively, to achieve the 17 Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs),4 launched by United Nations (UN) in 2015.

Fig. 2 Comparative representation between the linear and circular
economic models.
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disseminated wastes, mainly those having a fossil origin for
their chemical decomposition and/or transformation in new
starting materials than to be reintroduced at the industrial
production chains.11

In this context, biocatalytic processes offer unique signifi-
cant advantages since enzymes are derived from inexpensive
renewable resources available and are biodegradable and
essentially non-toxic, in contrast to precious metal catalysts.
They can promote various highly selective (chemo-, regio-, and
stereoselective) chemical transformations under mild con-
ditions (pressures and temperatures close to ambient).12 This
together with the continuous progress in genomics and
directed evolution open the possibility to develop clean bioca-
talytic processes, including live microbial cells/enzymes, for
the transition of chemistry towards a sustainable and circular
economy.10,13 This perspective aims to illustrate by several
selected examples, the huge possibilities of biocatalysis in
combination with other their key enabling tools14 (e.g. ionic
liquids, mechanochemistry, chemo- or photocatalytic assisted
reactions, etc.) for the transformation of the chemical indus-
tries towards a sustainable path, where the selectivity in trans-
formations is maximized, the waste generation is minimized
and the recovery and reuse of all the actors of the reaction
systems are fully recovered and reused, as claimed by the circu-
lar economy criteria.15

2. Sustainable biocatalytic
production of biofuels

The transition to renewable energy sources (such as hydroelec-
tric, wind, solar, and geothermal) is absolutely necessary to be
able to generate the enormous and growing amounts of energy
needed to drive industrial economies.16 Biofuels obtained
from renewable biomass should still be considered as another
sustainable solution for the overall transition to clean ener-
gies. The production of these biofuels should fulfil two key
premises: (i) based on waste feedstock from non-edible agro-
resources, (ii) obtained by means of fully clean and sustainable
transformation/separation processes.17 In addition, the devel-
opment of several cutting-edge fermentation process (e.g. auto-
trophic microorganisms, or artificial autotrophs, for biological
conversion of CO2 and solar energy to chemicals in third-gene-
ration autotrophic biorefineries) and18 clean biocatalytic pro-
cesses remains as a cornerstone for the sustainability tran-
sition of chemistry.9

One of the limitations of enzymatic transformations is the
enzyme stability. However, when combined with the unsur-
passed selectivity of enzymes with the excellent solvent pro-
perties of ionic liquids (ILs), an excellent setting for carrying
out sustainable chemical transformations in non-aqueous
environments is achieved.19 Nevertheless, any implementation
of this kind of technology to sustainable industrial chemical
processes needs the development of cheap and straightforward
protocols suitable for pure product extraction, including the
full recovery and recycling of ILs.14,20

Biodiesel and bioethanol are two excellent examples of
renewable biofuels that are industrially produced by non-sus-
tainable resources and/or procedures. First, it should be
underlined that when any biofuel is obtained from edible
resources, its sustainability is clearly compromised because
the accessibility and prices on the food market will be con-
ditioned by putting in competition to feed people vs. to “feed”
cars. The use of non-edible wastes as substrates to produce
biofuel is a unique sustainable way and the most important
milestone to be fully achieved. Second, the production of bio-
fuels should be a fully clean process, where not only the
highest selectivity in chemical transformations will be
reached, but also the full recovery and reuse of all the elements
of the reaction systems (i.e. catalysts, solvents, etc.) should be
attained.

Biodiesel, commonly named a mixture of fatty acid methyl
esters (FAMEs), is a liquid fuel industrially obtained from
renewable resources, such as the triacylglycerides and/or free
fatty acids, FFAs (e.g. vegetable oils, animal fats, etc.) through a
transesterification reaction with methanol carried out by
homogeneous alkaline (e.g. KOH, NaOH, etc.) and/or acids (e.g.
sulfuric acid), as catalysts, which generate glycerol as a by-
product. The non-miscibility between fats and methanol and
the low selectivity of these homogeneous catalysts are clear
limitations in the sustainability of the process, because not
only it is necessary to use large amounts of water for cleaning
the biodiesel products, but also the yield is highly dependent
on the free fatty acid content, as results of the formation of
soaps. Also, the other resulting glycerol by-product should be
separated and purified (e.g. by distillation) for any further
application, because a dark liquid solution is obtained from
this kind of industrial process.21 The lack in the sustainability
of biodiesel is clear when using edible sources as raw material,
and dirty processes for its synthesis and separation.

As an example of sustainable and clean process for biodie-
sel, the use of biocatalysts in Sponge-Like Ionic Liquid (SLIL)
media can be considered. These media are a type of hydro-
phobic ILs based on cations with long alkyl side chains (e.g.
octadecyl trimethylammonium bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl)
imide ([C18tma][NTf2]); 1-hexadecyl-3-methylimidazolium bis
(trifluoromethylsulfonyl)imide ([C16mim][NTf2]), etc.), which
behave as sponge-like systems as a result of their temperature
switchable ionic liquid/solid phases changes.22

These SLILs have been shown as exceptional reaction
media for biocatalytic reactions at temperatures higher than
their melting point, as it was demonstrated for the biocatalytic
synthesis of biodiesel, e.g. up to 100% yield in 8 h at 60 °C,
with exceptional enzyme stability (up to 1370 days half-life
time at 60 °C).23 The sustainability of this biocatalytic reaction
system was demonstrated by the development of a straight-
forward and clean approach to extract separately the syn-
thesized biodiesel, the glycerol by-product, and the full recov-
ery of the full SLIL/biocatalytic system for further reuse (see
Fig. 3).14,22 Due to the immiscibility of the SLILs with water
together with its solid character at room temperature, the
addition of a low volume of water (e.g. 20–40% of the overall
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reaction volume) leads to the precipitation of the SLIL, result-
ing in a semisolid heterogeneous mixture (see Fig. 3B). By fol-
lowing an iterative cooling/centrifugation protocol (i.e. 15 000
rpm 1 h at room temperature, 23 and 15 °C, respectively), the
mixture was then separated into three phases: an upper IL-free
and pure biodiesel phase, a middle IL-free aqueous phase con-
taining glycerol, and a bottom solid containing the SLIL
(Fig. 3C). Using this approach, an excellent biocatalytic activity
(96–98% biodiesel yield) was obtained. The combined SLIL/
biocatalyst system demonstrated complete recovery and was
successfully reused, with the activity remaining virtually
unchanged throughout 12 consecutive operation cycles. This
result highlights the potential for easy scaling up of the
process.23 The excellent suitability of this biocatalytic sustain-
able approach based on SLILs was also demonstrated when
using waste cooking oils, even “worsened” by the addition of
FFAs (up to 30% w/w), by the addition of FFAs (up to 30%
w/w), and/or methanol or solketal as nucleophile acceptors in
the transesterification/esterification reactions (i.e. 100% yield
of FAMEs and fatty acids solketyl esters, FASEs) in 6 h at 60 °C.

The SLIL technology facilitates the straightforward separ-
ation of these biofuels by a cooling/centrifugation approach,
and the biocatalyst did not show any loss in activity during
reuse in these reaction systems after six operation cycles.24

This clean SLIL-based biocatalytic approach was also success-
fully demonstrated for the direct synthesis and nearly pure
separation of terpene flavour esters.25

This technology has also successfully been used for devel-
oping one-pot systems suitable for the direct extraction of algal
oil from raw material (i.e. Chlorella vulgaris), followed by its
biocatalytic transformation to biodiesel and a final biofuel
extraction. These mixtures were based on the combination of
SLILs with [Bmim][Cl], considering the excellent suitability to
carry out the biocatalytic synthesis of biodiesel of the first one,
and the ability for dissolving the cellulosic biomass of the
second. The extraction of oils was carried out by incubating
the dry microalgae in the appropriated IL binary mixture at
110 °C, which after being cooled at 60 °C allowed to be trans-
formed to biodiesel by an immobilized lipase. This resulted in
a fast and efficient biodiesel synthesis, with up to 100% yield
in 2 h at 60 °C. The subsequent cooling until room tempera-
ture and the iterative centrifugation of the resulting semi-solid
systems at 20 and 18 °C led to the separation of the liquid
algae-based biodiesel from the solid IL mixture, which was
recovered and reused for a further operation cycle.26

In conjunction with the non-volatile nature of ILs, the com-
plete insolubility of these SLILs in water, with melting points
above room temperature, facilitates their immediate separation
through precipitation as solids after cooling the reaction
media to room temperature. This characteristic enables a
simple and complete ILs recovery. Furthermore, the switchable
(liquid–solid) nature of ILs with temperature can potentially
aid in mitigating the risk of environmental contamination in
the event of an accident during handling. This consideration
remains valid, even when considering the justified criticism
regarding the non-environmentally friendly characteristics of
ILs.22 In this regard, it is crucial to devote increased efforts to
the development of ILs that exhibit the desirable character-
istics of SLILs, while utilizing cations and anions that are
environmentally benign. This approach aims to reach a
balance between the desired properties of ILs and their poten-
tial impact on the environment.

Another promising biocatalytic approach to valorise waste
oils (i.e. cooking oils) is the photoenzymatic decarboxylation of
long-chain fatty acids (LCFAs) into the paraffinic unit (C12–C18

hydrocarbon fuel for aviation) by the use fatty acid decarboxy-
lase (FAP) photoenzyme.27,28 This approach presents two
advantages in comparison with FAMEs as biofuel: (i) the irre-
versible nature of the reaction facilitates process design, (ii)
the specific heat of combustion of alkanes is ca. 9% higher
than that of the corresponding FAMEs. Furthermore, the lower
energy demand, especially if sunlight is used making, is com-
parison with the deoxygenation of LCFAs into paraffins by che-
mocatalytic methods.29 Hollmann et al. demonstrated that
photodecarboxylase from Chlorella variabilis NC64A (CvFAP)
can convert a broad range of different fatty acids with turnover
numbers up to 8000 (see Fig. 4).30 Furthermore, a cascade reac-
tion combining a lipase (Candida rugosa) and CvFAP pave the
way to directly transform oils (i.e. both soybean oil and waste
cooking oil) directly into hydrocarbons.31 Alternatively, a mul-
ticatalytic route, based on the combination of photo-chemo-
enzymatic steps, can be envisioned to produce biofuel from
naturally abundant triglycerides. The sequential reaction

Fig. 3 Phase behaviour of the reaction mixture containing both methyl
oleate and glycerol products at 60 °C (A), 25 °C after addition of water
(B), and after three consecutive centrifugation steps at 15 000 rpm (1 h)
at room temperature, 23 and 15 °C, respectively (C). Cyclic protocol for
the biocatalytic synthesis and purification of biodiesel in sponge-like IL
phases, including the full recovery and reuse of the enzyme/IL system
(D). Reproduced from ref. 22 with permission from Royal Society of
Chemistry, copyright 2015.
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included the lipase-catalysed hydrolysis of triolein, fatty acid
photodecarboxylase (CvFAP)-catalysed decarboxylation of oleic
acid, photocatalytic oxidative cleavage of long-chain alkene,
and the final decarboxylation of the medium- or short-chain
fatty acids catalyzed by CvFAP mutant.32 While the photodecar-
boxylation process is not currently ready for scaling up, it rep-
resents a highly promising approach due to its inherent sim-
plicity. A significant challenge for industrial applications
arises from the rapid photoinactivation observed in CvFAP
during the process. Different strategies are being evaluated to
solve these shortcomings.33 By addressing the issues related to
enzyme stability, this process holds potential for future devel-
opment and eventual implementation on a larger scale. One
possible solution is the development of efficient CvFAP
mutants by enzyme engineering enabling tuning selectivity
towards either long- or short-chain fatty acids and enhancing
their stability.34,35 Alternatively, media engineering, including
monophasic or bi-phasic systems based on the use of ionic
liquids (ILs) or deep eutectic solvents (DESs), can not only be
an option to improve the solubility of triacylglycerols and long-
chain fatty acids but also contribute to maintain or even
enhance the biocatalytic activity for pushing up towards indus-
trial application. This is, however, a seldom explored
approach, but initial studies suggest that completely selective
C18 decarboxylation over C16 is found when used in a DES.
Furthermore, when applying the immobilized enzyme in DES,
the yields are >10-fold higher than the ones obtained in
aqueous media.36

The production of second-generation bioethanol from non-
edible biomass (e.g. lignocellulosic biomass) using clean, sus-
tainable, and circular approaches is another great challenge
on the research and industrial field.37 Bioethanol production
from cellulosic sources consists of three consecutive steps, as
follows, the pre-treatment of cellulose to disrupt its highly
ordered and rigid structure, hydrolysis of the cellulose to fer-
mentable sugars, and finally, ethanol fermentation by
microorganisms.

Although the synergistic action of different biocatalysts (e.g.
cellulases, cellobiase, etc.) leads to the full depolymerization of

cellulose to its glucose units, the crystalline structure of cell-
ulose, which is supported by multivalent inter- and intra-
molecular hydrogen bonds, involves high recalcitrance to its
enzymatic hydrolysis.38 The ability of certain ILs (e.g. 1-butyl-3-
methylimidazolium chloride ([Bmim][Cl]), 1-allyll-3-methyl-
imidazoium chloride ([Amim][Cl]), etc.39) to dissolve cellulose
have opened up new opportunities for the industrial valorisa-
tion of large amounts of waste cellulose-containing materials
(e.g. non-edible biomass wastes,40 cotton clothes wastes,41

etc.).
The current pursuits are focused on the less toxic, natural-

based, biodegradable, cheaper ILs and enzyme/microorgan-
isms ILs-tolerant, as well as moving towards a one-pot, wash-
free process that combines IL pretreatment and saccharifica-
tion into a single process.42,43 For instance, naturally derived
ILs from choline and lysine ([Ch][Lys]) were used in one-pot
together with commercial enzyme cocktails Cellic CTec2® and
HTec2® for the pretreatment of 30 wt% sorghum.44 The pre-
treatment at 140 °C was followed by the addition of water and
the enzymatic hydrolysis was performed in the presence of
6 wt% [Ch][Lys] leading to glucose yields above 80% and xylose
yields above 60%.

On the other hand, different strategies can be used for the
development of IL-resistant host strains.45,46 For instance,
adaptive laboratory evolution (ALE) has been used to adapt
E. coli MG1655-A1 to for 4 different imidazolium ILs
([Emim][Cl], [Emim][Ac], [Bmim][Cl], and [Bmim][Ac]) usually
used for biomass pretreatment enabling one-pot biofuel
production.47

IL recycling and reuse is a necessary step even for low-cost
ILs or one-pot transformations. Several studies reported the
recovery rate to be in the range of 85–96%.48 As a representa-
tive example, a sustainable and circular process for the enzy-
matic saccharification of ionic liquid (IL)-pretreated cellulose,
in which the IL is fully recovered and recycled, has been devel-
oped (Fig. 5).49 Homogeneous cellulose solutions in the IL
1-butyl-3-methylimidazolium chloride ([Bmim][Cl]) were used
to prepare amorphous cellulose by antisolvent precipitation
with water by carefully designed washing step conditions,
leading to the recovery of the IL (i.e. up to 99.7% recovery
yield) for reuse in further cellulose dissolution/precipitation
cyclic processes. Furthermore, the cellulose regenerated in
each cycle was an excellent substrate for enzymatic hydrolysis,
permitting full hydrolysis to glucose (i.e. up to 98.7% hydro-
lysis after 4 h at 50 °C; up to 4.9 g glucose per h per L g per
enzyme) by the combined action of both cellulase and cello-
biase enzymes in batch operations. These biocatalytic systems
provide a clear glucose solution that behaves identically to
glucose standard solution for metabolizing by Saccharomyces
cerevisiae. The scalability of the processes was successfully
demonstrated through the utilization of ultrafiltration mem-
brane reactor systems, employing polymeric or ceramic mem-
branes. These systems facilitated the rapid enzymatic sacchari-
fication of regenerated cellulose while enabling the complete
recovery and reusability of the enzymes. By integrating enzyme
saccharification with the filtration process, a clear glucose

Fig. 4 Two-steps biocatalytic cascade to transform natural triglycerides
to alkanes by the consecutive actions of Rhizopus oryzae lipase, and the
photoactivated fatty acid decarboxylase from Chlorella variabilis NC64A
(CvFAP).30,31
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solution with a concentration of up to 113 mM was obtained,
maintaining a constant permeate flow rate of 24.7 L h−1 m−2.
The enzymes were successfully reused for nine operation
cycles under semi-continuous operation without any loss of
enzyme activity. Under continuous operation mode and using
ceramic ultrafiltration membranes at different residence
times, the enzymatic reactor showed constant profiles in both
the permeate flow rate and the glucose concentration, demon-
strating the excellent suitability of the proposed approach for
the scaling up saccharification of cellulose.50

The development of suitable less energy-intensive mem-
brane-based technologies for the recovery of the ILs as an
alternative to distillation is needed for the scale-up of IL-based
biorefinery technologies. Promising results have been reported
with commercially available pervaporation systems with
greater than 99.9% [Emim][OAc] (<1 wt% water) recovery from
aqueous solution (≤20 wt% IL) and recycled five times.51

Alternative fermentation processes, suitable to obtain other
liquid biofuels, like n-butanol by the fermentation of glucose
at an industrial scale, will also come. Soucaille et al.52 reported
an engineered Clostridium acetobutylicum able to produce

n-butanol (i.e. up to 550 g L−1 n-butanol production) for the
fermentation of high concentration glucose syrup in a continu-
ous process, and applying in situ extraction of n-butanol by dis-
tillation under low pressure and high cell density cultures.

3. Capture and valorisation of CO2

for chemicals

Currently one of the biggest challenges for society is to combat
global warming, which requires the implementation of CO2

mitigation strategies. Within a circular economy framework,
CO2 should be considered waste material produced in
different processes that must be upgraded into added-value
products. In this context, two main areas of work are being
developed CO2 to power, or CO2 to chemicals. Several recent
review articles have summarized the blossoming novel chemi-
cal, photochemical, and electrochemical processes to achieve
sustainable decarbonization.53 Alternatively, enzymatic CO2

conversion represents a promising technology by itself or in
combination with other green tools that can lead to green pro-

Fig. 5 (A) Scheme of the cyclic protocol for the enzymatic saccharification of IL-pre-treated cellulose and the recycling of the ionic liquid 1-butyl-
3-methylimidazolium ([Bmim][Cl]). RC: regenerated cellulose. (B) Time-course profiles of total reducing sugars (○), glucose (●) and cellobiose (▲)
released by the combined action of cellulase and cellobiase, using an IL-pre-treated crystalline cellulose as substrate. Reproduced from ref. 49 with
permission from Royal Society of Chemistry, copyright 2012.
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cesses moving forwards to a CO2 circular economy. In vitro and
in vivo enzymes can play key roles in this field being able not
only to activate and transform CO2 into synthetically relevant
target molecules and energetic vectors but also to contribute
to CO2 capture technologies.

54,55

The simpler transformation of CO2 by an enzyme is the
direct conversion CO2 to bicarbonate (HCO3

−). Carbonic anhy-
drase (CA), which is a common enzyme that regulates CO2 in
living organisms, catalyses this transformation at a high turn-
over rate, up to 106 per second. Thus, CA is an obvious
enzymic alternative for CO2 capture, sequestration, and post-
utilization. However, the relatively harsh conditions in the
absorption processes (i.e. up to 60 °C for the absorption while
above 100 °C for stripping, with common solvents at strong
alkaline conditions, trace contaminants sulfur oxides (SOx),
nitrous oxides (NOx), etc.) can cause the denaturation of the
enzyme and reduce the enzyme activity/stability. In this
regard, protein engineering techniques (i.e. directed evolution,
rational design methods, etc.) and different immobilization
strategies have been revealed as suitable tools to overcome
such limitations, allowing CA to be applied even in relevant
industrial conditions.56,57 It should be highlighted that in
addition the protein engineering techniques de novo protein
design has also been envisioned for the design of hyper-stable
structures.58 Although the levels of activity of natural CA have
not been reached so far (hydration efficiencies 500-fold to
1400-fold lower than the fastest human CA), there are signifi-
cantly faster than small-molecule CA mimics enhancement
factors of up to ∼104.59

On the other hand, the immobilization strategy (i.e. adsorp-
tion, entrapment, cross-linking, or covalent bonding) together
with the nature and shape of the support not only contributes
to improving the enzyme stability and facilitates the separation
and the reuse in multiple cycles but also addresses limitations
related to the low solubility of CO2 and the mass transfer.60

Many efforts have been devoted in this field with a wide variety
of inorganic and organic supports used.61 Among them, the
use of metal–organic frameworks (MOFs), which are extended
porous network materials assembled by a bottom-up building
block approach from metal-based nodes and organic linkers,
can be highlighted.62 MOFs are excellent candidates for the
immobilization of the CO2 active enzymes as they present high
surface area, tunable pore size, and low heat capacity, which
provide them various properties, such as CO2 adsorption.63

For instance, zeolitic imidazolate frameworks (ZIFs) have been
reported to immobilize the CA into ZIF nanoparticles.64 The
composite exhibits CA-improved thermal stability, maintaining
a relative activity of 134% after six cycles of reuse.
Furthermore, a 1.5-fold higher catalytic activity for CO2 absorp-
tion than their free CA is also observed, which can be attribu-
ted to the synergistic enhancement of CO2 adsorption by
highly crystalline and porous ZIF support. Thus, CA/MOF can
be a good candidate to promote CO2 capture in industrial
applications.65

Membrane technologies for carbon capture is another
promising field where the immobilization of CA or in general

CO2-active enzymes can have a significant impact as it can
lead to low energy consumption, high processability, and
lower maintenance costs methodology for the adsorption and
separation of CO2 from gas mixtures. Significant advances
have been reported in this field.66 For instance, Jiang, Brinker
et al. developed an extremely selective for CO2 by nanoconfin-
ing CA in the nanopores achieving a highly confined locally
concentrated CA leading to high enzyme concentrations.67 The
CO2 is captured and dissolved to form HCO3

−, which is further
regenerated as pure CO2 at the hydrophobic surface of the
membrane. At atmospheric pressure, pH 7 and at a rate of
2600 GPU (Gas Permeation Units), the selectivity of the enzy-
matic membrane with CO2/N2 and CO2/H2 were as high as 788
and 1500, respectively, times greater than can be achieved in
an aqueous solution, and stable over three month.

CO2 Solutions by Saipem is a post-combustion CO2 capture
technology based on the solvent washing of the flue gas by
means of a water-based solution containing potassium carbon-
ate salt and a commercial low-cost carbonic anhydrase.68 The
enzyme is an engineering strain of carbonic anhydrase (CA)
through a directed evolution process being highly tolerant to
flue gas contaminants, such as SOx and NOx.69 The CA signifi-
cantly accelerates the conversion of CO2 into bicarbonate,
during absorption, and the reverse reaction (bicarbonate to
CO2) during solvent regeneration. The enzyme is used at very
low concentrations, and it is exceptionally selective to catalyze
the reactions only with CO2. Enzyme-catalyzed aqueous salt
solutions can be deployed with a variety of gas-scrubbing
equipment configurations to replace costly and environmen-
tally challenged amine solvents. The technology has been
demonstrated to capture the CO2 emissions from cement
clinker production. A gas/liquid CO2-packed column absorp-
tion catalyzed by CA is used and HCO3

− subsequent is used to
produce limestone (CaCO3). The CaCO3 minerals are phys-
ically/chemically stable preventing the release of CO2 back into
the atmosphere naturally and are also raw materials for the
fabrication of Portland cement, or as building-block materials
enabling the circularity of the process.

Other promising enzymes for CO2 valorization are formate
dehydrogenases (FDHs), which are heterogeneous groups of
enzymes that catalyze the oxidation of formic acid to carbon
dioxide. Under certain conditions, FDHs can exhibit reverse
activity, reducing CO2 to formate with high selectivity and
under mild reaction conditions. The transformation of CO2-to-
formate is not only important by itself, but also for the possi-
bility of designing a biorefinery from in vitro and vivo CO2/
formate biocatalytic systems inspired by the CO2 metabolic
process in cells. Thus, different approaches are being devel-
oped based on FDHs.70 Noteworthy, in vitro cascade multi-
enzymatic CO2 transformations have been developed to
produce target fuels and chemicals. In this cascade, the
product of a catalytic transformation is transferred to an
additional enzyme to be further transformed into a more
complex product.71 These cascades also help to increase the
efficiency of the transformation by shifting the reaction equili-
brium to the desired direction.
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A key parameter to be considered in these in vitro cascade
enzymatic processes for the transformation of CO2 is the re-
cycling of the cofactors. Indeed, it needed sustainable
approaches for NADH/NAD+ regeneration to achieve efficient
and economically viable enzymatic CO2 transformation into
chemicals.72 For instance, CO2 can be transformed into metha-
nol by the CO2 reduction into formate by FDH, followed by the
reduction of formate to formaldehyde catalyzed by formal-
dehyde dehydrogenase (FaldDH). Finally, methanol is
obtained from the further reduction of formaldehyde by
alcohol dehydrogenase (ADH). All these reductions are
mediated by NADH as a cofactor, generating the two protons
and two electrons required for the reduction. Hence, the so-
called “second enzymes” (i.e. glucose dehydrogenase,73 gluta-
mate dehydrogenase,74 or phosphite dehydrogenase75) are
needed to transfer a proton and an electron from sacrificial
substrates to NAD+ closing the loop for the cofactor regener-
ation.76 These methodologies present the shortcoming that
usually requires sacrificial donors, including organic sub-
strates (e.g. glucose, glutamic acid, and lactate) or inorganic
salts (e.g. sodium dithionite, sodium borohydride, and phos-
phite); therefore, reducing the atom economy and greenness of
the process as a substantial amount of waste is co-generated,
tarnishing the suitability for scaling up.

As mentioned in the case of CA, a great deal of effort has
been also focused on the immobilization of the cocktail of
enzymes to facilitate their use and practical application.77

Although the immobilization of the enzyme usually contrib-
utes to better performance in terms of activity and stability, it
should emphasize the importance of positioning sequential
enzymes to overcome substrate diffusion limitations.78 In
general, co-immobilized enzymes have been found to ensure
proper substrate/product channeling and improve the activity,
stability, and reusability in comparison with the soluble
enzymes.

The efficiency of these biocatalytic cascades is also limited
by the low solubility of CO2 in the aqueous media.79 To over-
come this limitation, the enzymatic reaction is accompanied
by the addition of CA, which can increase the concentration of
HCO3

− in the media. An alternative strategy relies on the use
of biocompatible ILs composed of choline and amino acids
(i.e. [CH][Glu], [CH][Pro], [CH][Gly], and [CH][His]). The ILs as
co-solvents were evaluated in the biocatalytic membrane
reactor by passing a mixture of CO2, IL, and cofactor through
the enzyme-loaded membrane (see Fig. 6).80 An aqueous
mixture 20% [CH][Glu] in which the CO2 concentration of the
methanol was around 15 times higher than in the control Tris-
HCl buffer solution. The molecular simulation dynamics
suggest that CO2 stays for a longer time in the vicinity of the
active site of the enzyme due to the presence of the ILs phase.
Longer retention times may therefore result in faster CO2 con-
version. Similar findings were obtained by Huang, Zhang et al.
a 143-fold increase in CO2 conversion over CbFDH using “iono-
zyme” based on ionic liquids (ILs) as a solvent and enzyme
stabilizer.81 The remarkable performance is attributed to stabi-
lization of the enzyme structure with increased solvation struc-

ture and shortening the distance (3.9 Å) between NADH and
CO2 to favour the hydride transfer by facilitating their relative
orientation and forming new hydrogen bonds at the active
sites.

Chemo-enzymatic process integrating biocatalytic trans-
formation with chemo-, photo-, and/or electrocatalytic steps
offers multiple benefits of different types, including enhanced
selectivity, high activity, and tolerance towards diverse reaction
conditions. In this regard, there are different examples in
which the enzymatic CO2 transformations are enhanced when
coupled with other non-enzymatic steps. For instance, the use
of photocatalysis to reduce NAD+ to NADH is a promising solu-
tion to boost the application of CO2-enzyme transformation
that exploits limitless solar energy avoiding the use of “second
enzymes” for cofactor regeneration. Photosensitizers are
selected from different organic dyes (e.g. fluorescein, eosin Y,
and their derivatives) and porphyrin-based materials (e.g. por-
phyrin and its single metal element derivatives) or alternatively
semiconductors (e.g. CdS, TiO2, g-C3N4, carbon dot, and
BiVO4). Different advances are reported in the development of
photosensitizers for the reduction of NAD+.82,83 For instance,
Zhang and Pinelo et al. have designed an ionic porphyrin as a
photosensitizer for the in situ solar-driven reduction of NAD+

to NADH and cascade reduction of CO2 to methanol induced
by the cascade action of FDH from Candida boidinii, FaldDH
from Pseudomonas sp. and ADH.84 Compared with the free
system, methanol concentration was increased sevenfold when
a membrane was used as a support to integrate cascade enzy-
matic reaction and NADH regeneration. Liu et al. have also
reported the three co-immobilized dehydrogenases on hollow

Fig. 6 (A) Scheme of a multi-enzyme system for methanol synthesis
from CO2 with in situ regeneration of NADH. (B) Set-up of the proposed
IL-based multi-enzymatic membrane reactor for CO2 transformation to
methanol.80
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fiber membranes but using commercial pristine TiO2 as
simple UV/TiO2 photocatalytic and clean H2O as an electron
donor making the process green and sustainable.85 With the
in situ regeneration of NADH, methanol yield could reach
38.6% after 5 h, which was 3.81 times that of the single
enzyme-catalyzed system.

Electro-enzyme coupling systems, where an electricity-
driven CO2 reaction is catalyzed by free or immobilized
enzymes at the cathode chamber of the bioelectrochemical
systems, also offer attractive advantages.86 The electrocatalytic
conversion of CO2 can take place in the performances of
NADH-independent and NADH-dependent oxidoreductases in
the form of direct electron transfer (DET) and mediated elec-
tron transfer (MET) with or without the addition of natural or
artificial cofactors. For instance, Minteer et al. have reported
the reduction of CO2 to formate by a molybdenum-dependent
FDH, which was immobilized at an electrode surface with a
low-potential redox polymer, employing cobaltocene to
mediate electrons to Mo-FDH.87 Formate production was con-
firmed by conducting a secondary enzymatic assay in addition
to NMR spectroscopy, and a faradaic efficiency of 99 ± 5% con-
firmed formate to be the only product of CO2 reduction by this
bioelectrode.

Zhang et al.88 have evaluated the use of different natural
deep eutectic solvents (NADES), including glutamate glycerol
(GluGly), serine glycerol (SerGly), arginine glycerol (ArgGly),
and histidine glycerol (HisGly), as the co-electrolyte for the
electro-enzymatic conversion of CO2 to methanol using the
three dehydrogenases (FDH, FaldDH, and ADH) in their free
forms with the electrochemical regeneration of NADH. The
NADES provides a biocompatible media with improved CO2

solubility and good electric conductivity leading to a methanol
yield two times higher than that in the Tris-HCl buffer
(0.22 mM) and 16-times higher than the control reaction.

Microorganisms can also play a crucial role in harnessing
the capabilities of the metabolic pathways and enzymatic
activities of microbial cell factories to convert CO2 into value-
added products. For instance, by integrating heterologous
genes for lactic and itaconic acid synthesis, a synthetic auto-
trophic strain of Komagataella phaffii (formerly known as
Pichia pastoris) can serve as a versatile platform for the pro-
duction of value-added chemicals using CO2 as the primary
feedstock. Experiments using 13C labeling demonstrated that
these engineered strains have the capability to assimilate CO2

as the sole carbon source and produce organic acids, with
yields reaching up to 600 mg L−1 of lactic acid or ∼2 g L−1 of
itaconic acid.89 This highlights the potential of using different
microorganisms to convert CO2 into various fuels and chemi-
cals, including ethanol, fatty acids, proteins, and biofuels, all
in a carbon-neutral manner.18 Thus, utilizing microorganisms
to convert CO2 into fuels and chemicals is a promising avenue
for utilizing CO2 as a feedstock and further advancing the
concept of a circular carbon economy.

Less explored are, however, the combination chemo enzy-
matic cascade process where the CO2 is coveted by chemo cata-
lyst and the resulting product is transformed by biocatalyst in

the desired final product. In this context, a sustainable chemo-
enzymatic process for producing both glycerol carbonate acry-
late (GCA) and glycerol carbonate methacrylate (GCMA), as
useful monomers for the preparation of biodegradable plastic
materials, was reported. The process consisted of two consecu-
tive catalytic steps, which can be carried out by either sequen-
tial or one-pot experimental approaches. Glycidyl (meth)acry-
late was first synthesized by the enzymatic transesterification
of (meth)acrylate vinyl ester with glycidol in SLILs22 as the
reaction medium (100% yield after 6 h at 60 °C, see Fig. 7).
SLILs not only provided a suitable reaction medium but also
allowed the simple isolation of the resulting glycidyl esters as
an IL-free pure fraction through a straightforward cooling/cen-
trifugation protocol. The second catalytic step consisted of the
synthesis of GCA, or GCMA, as the outcome of the cyclo-
addition of CO2 to the obtained glycidyl (meth)acrylate cata-
lysed by a covalently attached 1-decyl-2-methylimidazolium
moiety (supported ionic liquid-like phase, SILLP)90 in a
solvent-free system and under mild conditions (60 °C, 1 bar),
leading to up to 100% yield after 6 h. The components of the
reaction system (biocatalyst/SLIL/SILLP) can be fully recovered
and reused for at least 6 cycles with unchanged catalytic
performance.91

The transformation of CO2 to other bulk chemicals by
means of CO2 and sustainable and cheap energy can be
achieved by hybrid systems with in vitro and in vivo enzymatic
systems.92 Indeed, formatotrophic microbes can economically
convert CO2/formate into bulk chemicals, such as fuels, other
value-added products (e.g. solvents, plastic, monomers, pig-
ments), and even protein. In the same context, it is also note-
worthy that the living Quantum Dot (QD)-bacterial nanobiohy-
brid reported by Nagpal et al. that can provide large turnover
numbers and frequencies along with high quantum efficiency

Fig. 7 One-pot chemo-enzymatic synthesis of GCA or GCMA (3) by
means of two consecutive reactions carried out by the immobilization
of CALB onto 1-alkyl-3-methylimidazolium-based SILLPs, as a dual cata-
lyst, under solvent-free conditions. Vinyl (meth)acrylate (1); glycidol (2).
Vinyl acrylate (R = –H); vinyl methacrylate (R = –CH3). Reproduced from
ref. 91 with permission from Royal Society of Chemistry, copyright 2021.
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for the direct conversion of CO2 and light into MKs, BDO, H2,
IPA, NH3, FA, and PHB using a range of different light-absorb-
ing QDs and targeted enzymes in different bacterial strains.
The system presents broad applicability by simply suspending
them in buffered water and bubbling air and/or CO2 demon-
strating the potential and possible application of the proposed
method for bioenergy supply and carbon assimilation. This
type of integrated platform paves the way for other photo/
electro enzymatic reaction systems that enable efficient and
sustainable production of a broad range of chemicals and
fuels under mild conditions from renewable sources of energy.

4. (Bio)catalytic depolymerisation of
plastic materials

Since its invention in the early 20th century, plastics have sur-
passed most other human-made materials with the rapid pro-
duction growth of nearly 200-fold from 2 million tons (Mt) in
1950 to 359 Mt in 2018. Overall, nearly 60% of plastics that
have ever been made are estimated to be landfilled or dis-
carded in the environment without proper treatment, which
will persist for centuries with very slow degradation.93

Although the transition from plastics based on petroleum
derivatives towards biodegradable polymeric materials based
on renewable resources should be carried out as soon as poss-
ible by reducing the use of fossil resources, the development
of sustainable approaches for depolymerizing petrochemical
plastic wastes is another urgent necessity. Thus, it is impera-
tive to develop novel methodologies fulfilling the green chem-
istry principles that allow plastic waste management to move
towards a circular economy. They should not only consider
plastic recycling but also aim polymer upcycling.94 First intro-
duced by Gunter Pauli, the term “upcycling” refers to any
process enabling the transformation of by-products, unde-
sired, unwanted, or waste products into new products with
increased “value”.95

Emerging technologies for the chemical recycling of waste
plastics have attracted significant attention from academia
and industry. Green innovations in chemical and biological
catalyst design and reaction engineering are key for promoting
the development of useful approaches for plastic recycling and
upgrading by overcoming the kinetic and thermodynamic
limitations of depolymerization reactions.96 This is a huge
challenge as the recalcitrant character of plastic wastes is
enhanced by its crystallinity, or by the presence of other for-
mulation components (e.g. metals, dyes, pigments, fillers, anti-
oxidants, plasticizers, etc.) that provide further barriers to the
interfacial (bio)catalytic action, or even its inhibition.97,98

In this context, the use of microorganisms or enzymes by
themselves or in combination with chemocatalysts can be envi-
sioned as a greener method to develop novel recycling or upcy-
cling processes. In principle, the use of biocatalysts enables
polymer transformations at lower temperatures and without
the need for any toxic reagents. However, the efficiency of the
biocatalytic treatment is highly dependent on the nature of the

bonds present in the polymeric backbone. Thus, there are
hydrolyzable bonds in backbone plastics, such as ester, amide
or carbamate bonds, as shown in poly(ethylene terephthalate)
[PET], Nylon, and polyurethane [PU]. In this case, enzymes,
such as lipases, esterases, ureases, and cutinases, are among
those with a certain ability to perform depolymerization of this
kind of plastic.99 On the other hand, there are non-hydrolyz-
able C–C backbone plastics (i.e. polyethylene [PE], polypropyl-
ene [PP], polyvinyl chloride [PVC], and polystyrene [PS], or
expanded polystyrene [EPS]) where the C–C bond is generally
more recalcitrant to be hydrolysed by the direct enzymatic
action.100 As a representative example, the Trametes versicolor
IFO 6482 fungi was able to reduce the PE elongation by 20% in
3 days, reducing the Mw from 242 000 to 28 300 Da.101

Recent studies have pushed forward the biological recycling
of hydrolyzable bond backbone plastics, such as polyester,
using enzymes for the depolymerization step. Indeed, biocata-
lytic approaches based on either the whole cells (e.g. bacterial,
fungi, etc.) or enzymes (e.g. laccases, peroxidases, alkane
hydroxylases, etc.) have been shown as suitable systems for PE
depolymerization.102 More than 24 different enzymes with PET
degrading ability have been identified. All of these enzymes
are hydrolases, catalysing the breaking of the PET polymer
into terephthalic acid (TPA), ethylene glycol (EG), bis(2-hydro-
xyethyl) terephthalate (BHE), and (mono-(2-hydroxyehyl)ter-
ephthalic acid (MHET).103 Interestingly, a comparison of ter-
ephthalic acid (TA) production from petrol to that from enzy-
matic PET depolymerization revealed a 69% lower energy
requirement and 17% lower greenhouse gas emissions for the
latter, thus encouraging the development of biocatalytic re-
cycling processes.104

As a representative example of a fully sustainable industrial
approach for the biocatalytic depolymerization of PET from
waste plastic bottles, the process developed by Marty et al. at
the French company CARBIOS, should be underlined. By using
computer-aided protein engineering techniques, this group
has produced a PET depolymerase variant, useful for PET
based on high aromatic terephthalate units, that achieves, over
10 hours, a minimum of 90% CARBIOS has developed a PET
hydrolysis process that achieves a high productivity rate of
15.5 grams of terephthalate per liter per hour. This corres-
ponds to approximately 200 grams per kilogram of PET sus-
pension, with an enzyme concentration of 2 milligrams per
gram of PET. Importantly, this hydrolysis process has been
demonstrated to be cost-effective, with an increased cost of
only around 4% compared to the virgin polymer, as shown in
Fig. 8. Furthermore, CARBIOS has successfully demonstrated
the polymerization of purified PET monomers, further advan-
cing the readiness level of their technology. As a result,
CARBIOS is regarded as the leading company with the closest
system to being proven in an operational environment to reach
a technology readiness level of 9.105

Since its beginning in 2011, CARBIOS has made significant
advances in its technology for PET depolymerization. Starting
at a scale of 20 kg PET in a 150 L reactor, CARBIOS has
achieved a remarkable 97% depolymerization rate within a
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reaction time of 16 hours at a pilot scale of 1000 L in 2022.106

This substantial progress paves the way for the envisioned
future, where CARBIOS aims to annually recycle over 2 million
tons of PET by 2030.107 By doing so, their solution can help
prevent more than 1.8 million tons of plastic from ending up
in landfills or being incinerated each year, also reducing CO2

emissions by approximately 2 million tons.
The main challenge to depolymerise high-quality PET feed-

stocks is that it requires an energy-intensive melt-amorphiza-
tion step ahead of enzymatic treatment. Different efforts are
being pursued to achieve more efficient and/or stable biocata-
lytic systems aiming either to get new insights into the struc-
ture–function relationship of PET hydrolases beneficial for the
PET depolymerization performance,108 or developing novel
strains of PET hydrolases.109–113 Alternatively, the use of
moist–solid reaction mixtures under milling can be envisioned
as a suitable alternative to traditional dilute solutions enabling
the direct enzymatic depolymerization of high-crystallinity
PET, including post-consumer packaging, and even mixed
plastics, while avoiding the energy-expensive melt-amorphiza-
tion step currently considered necessary for efficient enzymatic
PET depolymerization.114

The enzymatic degradation of lower-grade PET waste,
including discarded fabrics, textiles, and waste carpets (poly-
ester fibers), also presents an opportunity for the application
of enzyme-based systems for textile-to-textile recycling under
mild conditions (e.g. aqueous reaction media, atmospheric
pressure, and temperature up to 65–70 °C). Furthermore, in

the case of complex fibre mixtures, the high substrate speci-
ficity provided by the enzyme eliminates the need for fibre sep-
aration. For instance, Kaabel et al. reported that the direct
enzymatic hydrolysis of highly crystalline PET textiles mechan-
oenzymatic PET hydrolysis by the commercial enzyme is
unaffected by common contaminants in PET recycling
streams, such as polypropylene, colourants, and cotton, and is
also not hindered by the simultaneous saccharification of
cotton in the solid state. PET/cotton textiles could be directly
and selectively depolymerized to terephthalic acid (TPA) by
using a commercial cutinase from Humicola insolens under
moist–solid reaction conditions, affording up to 30 ± 2% yield
of TPA. Besides, the simultaneous or sequential application of
cellulase enzymes CTec2® renders to the cotton codepolymeri-
zation providing up to 83 ± 4% yield of glucose without any
negative influence on the TPA yield.115

A potential renewable alternative to PET is 100% bio-based
polyethylene furandicarboxylate (PEF). PEF is produced by
polymerizing furandicarboxylic acid (FDCA), obtained from
sugars, with bio-based mono-ethylene glycol. PEF is con-
sidered a renewable-based solution with superior performance
properties compared to the widely used fossil-based counter-
part PET.116 PEF large-scale production through Avantium’s
YXY Technology was validated at pilot scale and was
announced to be ready for scaling up to a flagship plant in
2023. PEF price is a major constraint in its full penetration
into the market. However, owing to PEF superior barrier pro-
perties, its production and commercialization can be boosted
and can benefit from specific niche markets.117 In this
context, biocatalysis offers a promising approach for both the
synthesis and recycling of PEF.118 By utilizing enzymes, such
as CALB Novozyme 435, the polycondensation of dimethyl 2,5-
furandicarboxylate with aliphatic diols can be catalysed in ILs
and DESs, providing an alternative to traditional polymeriz-
ation methods. This enzymatic approach allows the production
PEF without the formation of undesired by-products that can
cause colouration.119 Moreover, biocatalytic processes have
been investigated for the depolymerization and potential re-
cycling of PEF. Thus, enzymes capable of digesting PET, such
as the newly discovered PETase, obtained through engineering,
can also efficiently break down both PEF, offering a promising
approach for the degradation and potential recycling of these
polymers.120 In addition, the hydrolysis of bio-based polymer
blends, such as poly(ethylene 2,5-furandicarboxylate)/polygly-
colide acid, can be achieved using porcine pancreas lipase in
aqueous saline media.121

Polyurethane (PU) is another plastic product with huge
environmental impact. PU is produced per year on a global
scale at 23.89 million metric tons in 2022 and with an increas-
ing rate of 5% per year.122 Since many PU types have a thermo-
set nature with covalent crosslinking, their recycling is still
extremely challenging. As a result of the absence of reuse pro-
cedures, a large amount of PU waste produced in the
European Union goes to landfill (up to 45%) or incineration
(up to 33%), which means a dramatic impact on the environ-
ment, while only 5% is mechanically recycled. Every year, over

Fig. 8 Schematic representation of a circular chemistry process for
recovery and reuse of polyethylenepterephtalate (PET), based on the
enzymatic hydrolysis by means of engineered biocatalysts.105
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40 million mattresses are discarded in the European Union,
representing a stacked pile of 904-times higher than the
Mount Everest, and this amount should be increased by the
post-production of wastes (e.g. mattress trimmings) up to 10%
of total PUF production.123 Despite a common name, PUs are
a very heterogeneous group of compounds obtained by the
polyaddition reaction of a wide variety of polyisocyanates and
polyols. This structural diversity not only influences the
characteristics of the resulting polymer but also their possible
recycling strategy. Thus, special attention should be put to the
specific PU composition as directly correlates with the re-
cycling/upgrading response. Polyester-polyurethane (PS-PU)
obtained from polyester-based alcohol is much more prone to
hydrolytic degradation due to the presence of hydrolysable
ester groups than ether-polyurethane (PE-PU) that presents on
the polymeric backbone ether and urethane bonds with a
strong resistance to be hydrolysed by biocatalyst. Therefore, in
most cases, esterases are enzymes usually reported for the
degradation of PS-PU being able to break PUs to hydrolyse the
ester bonds in polyester-PUs but not cleaving the stronger
urethane bonds.124 Although several studies have reported
enzymatic hydrolysis of the urethane bounds of carbamate
compounds,125 the biocatalytic degradation of the PUs back-
bone have not been reported. The enzymatic degradation of
PUs remains mainly limited to polyester-PU mixtures (e.g.
Impranil®) by means of the concerted action of extracellular
and cytoplasmic esterase and urethane-cleaving activities of
Alicycliphilus denitrificans BQ1.126 Also, Magnin et al. reported
the use of Candida antarctica lipase B for the hydrolysis of PU
foams derived from 2,4-toluene diisocyanate (TDI) and polyca-
prolactone (PCL) diols leading to 6-hydroxycaproic acid
(6-HCA) and a short diacid containing TDI linked with
urethane linkage to two 6-HCA units.127 The recovered com-
pounds can be used, in principle, as components for the syn-
thesis of new polymers in an open-loop upcycling strategy.

A possible solution for the recovery of the polyether-poly-
urethane foam PUs is to develop a two-step chemo-enzymatic,
where a chemocatalytic process breaks down the polymers
degrading the PUs into suitable reagents for a further enzy-
matic treatment. In this regard, Branson et al. developed a re-
cycling procedure consisting of glycolysis followed by enzy-
matic hydrolysis, allowing both the polyether polyols and the
aromatic diamines to be recovered from polyether-poly-
urethane foams.128 The process consists of the glycolysis of
the polymer at 200 °C using an excess of diethylene glycol
(DEG) containing 1% (w/w) of tin(II)-2-ethylhexanoate as a cata-
lyst. The glycolysis is followed by the enzymatic hydrolysis of
the resulting low molecular weight dicarbamate by a metagen-
ome-derived urethanase releasing the glycol (DEG), carbon
dioxide, and the aromatic diamine (TDA) and opening this
strategy to broadly diverse polyether-polyurethane wastes. The
discovery of new urethanases was achieved by isolated DNA
from soil collected from a site that had been exposed to poly-
urethanes and produced a metagenome library. This library
was screened for urethanase activity allowing the identification
of active urethanases.

To upgrade plastic, or even mixed plastic waste, into valu-
able products, a few promising multicatalytic approaches
pairing chemical and biological catalysts have been envisioned
recently. In this context, Diao et al. described a simple chemi-
cal–biological hybrid method for upcycling PET by cascading
the alkaline hydrolysis of PET and the upgrading of the result-
ing monomers into high-value chemicals.129 The process
allows the conversion of both terephthalic acid (TPA) and
ethylene glycol (EG) from waste plastic (PET at $1.00 kg−1) to
high-value chemicals (e.g. lycopene valued at several hundreds
to thousands of $ per kilogram). The rational metabolic engin-
eering of Rhodococcus jostii strain PET (RPET), which can
directly use PET hydrolysate as a sole carbon source, improves
the lycopene production by more than 500-fold over that of the
wild type reaching a production of lycopene of 1300 mg L−1.
The catabolic pathways of TPA and EG support the cell growth
of the RPET strain. TPA is converted to acetyl-CoA and succi-
nate to fuel the TCA cycle via the beta-ketoadipate pathway.

Sullivan et al. developed a two-stage oxidation and biologi-
cal funnelling approach that can break down individual and
mixed polymers (PS, HDPE, and PET) by chemical oxidation
and reform them, in the second step, into various platform or
speciality chemicals (i.e. β-ketoadipate or polyhydroxyalkano-
ates) by adjusting the metabolic engineering pathways of a
robust soil bacterium, such as Pseudomonas putida.130 The
initial metal-catalyzed oxidation (Co(II), Mn(II) and acetic acid)
of polymers offers an agnostic feedstock approach to decon-
struct the mixed-polymer waste by autoxidative depolymeriza-
tion into oxygenated small molecules (i.e. terephthalic acid,
benzoic acid and dicarboxylic acids). These water-soluble com-
pounds can be the feedstocks for biological funnelling,
wherein an engineered microbe converts diverse chemicals to
a single product. Two strains of Pseudomonas putida were used
to convert the mixture to polyhydroxyalkanoates, a natural
polyester with growing industrial applications or alternatively
to convert benzoate and terephthalate to β-ketoadipate, a
monomer for performance advantaged polymers.

Following a similar methodology, Rabot et al. generated a
distribution of diacids from the catalytic oxidative depolymeri-
zation of a series of polyethylenes.131 These diacids are rapidly
isolated and upgraded by the engineered strains of Aspergillus
nidulans into structurally complex and pharmacologically
active compounds (i.e. perbenzaldehyde, citreoviridin, and
mutilin) expanding the catalogue of products to which PE can
be upcycled. Indeed, engineered strains of the filamentous
fungus Aspergillus nidulans have also been reported for the bio-
synthetically conversion of benzoic acid, which is obtained by
the oxidative depolymerization of PS, to the structurally
diverse pharmacologically active secondary metabolites, such
as ergothioneine, pleuromutilin, and mutilin.132

These multi(bio)catalytic approaches, where different green
tools provide synergies, pave the way to the upgrading of
mixed polymeric wastes into value-added products within the
framework of the circular economy, while applying the green
chemistry concepts to meet the major challenges of the fight
against climate change.
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5. Conclusions

The 17 SDGs are an important individual and collective wake-
up call for a necessary transition of our model of society. The
limited resources of our planet, and our indiscriminate use of
them, urgently need us to change both our production systems
and our consumption habits, and to implement new techno-
logical tools to mitigate the effects of global warming, and to
protect our environment and the biodiversity of our planet.
And the best weapon to face these challenges is scientific
knowledge through which we can educate and train our young
people, who are aimed to build our future. An online study (N
= 529) on psychological factors influencing preferences for
three types of plastic bottles (i.e. conventional fossil-based PET
bottle, visually identical bio-based PEF bottle, and a visually
distinct bio-based PEF bottle with a paper outer layer) reported
positive attitudes towards bio-based plastic, as well as their
willingness to pay more for it, and, irrespective of being
observed, overwhelmingly preferred the bio-based bottles
(96.8%).133

Chemistry is the science that has contributed the most to
improving our quality of life. The molecules and materials
created by chemists, later implemented in their industrial pro-
duction, have allowed us to reach levels of comfort unimagin-
able a century ago, and chemistry is called to continue to play
a leading role towards solving all these great challenges of
humanity by providing appropriate solutions based on sustain-
ability criteria.

The development of a circular chemical industry, built on
the principles of green chemistry, is probably the definite path
to a sustainable future. The examples presented in this paper
show that it is possible, not only to design clean chemical pro-
cesses, but also to recover and reuse wastes, and reintroduce
them back into industrial production chains. Biocatalysts are
playing and will play an essential role, and their technological
potential is undoubtedly one of our greatest weapons. The
amazing and efficient synergies found through the combi-
nation of biocatalysts and other key enabling technologies are
opening important paths for the creation of new sustainable
circular chemical processes to produce chemicals and
upgraded waste, based on sustainable processes and the circu-
larity of materials.
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